
16) NAME: Rawcliffe Moss Allotments
LOCATfON: Rawcliffe.
DATE: 1742.
DOCUMENTS: Yes.
INFO: A collection of maps and

documents includes Moss Book for 1832,
property of J France and others marked on a
map. Leases and documents for 1818, lists
and rents for 1742, moss plan of 1781 | Moss
Books of 1776 and 1825. A wealth of
information for anyone researching mosslands,
peat rights, 1 Bth century land allotments
etc.

17 ) NAME: Survey of the River Loyne
(sic).

LOCATION: Halton to Estuary.
DATE:
MAKBR:
INFO:

1 783.
Thomas Jameson.
A large coloured map dated

21st March 1783 of Jamesonrs survey of the
river Lune. Shows ri-verside milIs and
waterworks, races etc., old place names long
out of use, Halton Hall, Church, Skerton MiIl
weir and Locks, Daltons Dam, weir with mill
close and race down to Greenayre Mill. Nuns
Ford from Skerton Crms, Old Lancaster Bridge
intact, Scale ford, priests wath and ford,
and most of the riverside buildings except on
the quayside.

Further information about these maps is
available from the writer.
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by Dr Ian

following paper was
Society on Thursday

in Cumbrla:
Landscape.

Whyte

given as a lecture to
March 23rd, 1989.

Good evening: I always feel something of a
charlatan when addressing an archaeological
society because I am not an archaeologist. I
am an historical qeographer which perhaps
makes me rather a jack of all trades. one of
my interests is in the evolution of the
British landscape under the impact of man,
and it is on an aspect of this theme that I
would like to speak tonight. I'ly interest in
the Viking period stems in part from my
experience of areas of Viking settlement in
Scotland, particularly the Northern Isles.
However, a few years ago I was persuaded to
organise a conference in the Lake District
for the Scottish Society for Northern studies
on the theme tThe Scandinavians in Cumbriar.
This focussed my interest on the topic of the
nature and impact of the Scandinavian
settlement in Cumbria.

When I first moved here from Scotland ten
years ago I thought that I was moving from a
country in which even the outlines of early
landscape evolution and settlement history
were poorly defined to one where it had all
been sorted out, barring odd bits of deLail.
I soon found out how wrong this was,
particularly regarding the development of
Iandscape and settlement in medieval and pre-
medieval Cumbria. It is on one aspect of
this theme, the }egacy of the Scandinavian
settlement in the Cumbrian landscape, that T
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want to speak tonight. f do not pretend that
this is an area in which I have special
expertise. What f would like to do is to
present- ygu \,r1!h a general. vigy, . using a
geographer's wide-ranging interdisciplinary
perspective. YOU, yourselves may have far
more detailed knowledge than me concerning
some aspects of this topic and f hope that
there will be enough time after the lecture
for a lively discussion.

To understand the impact which the
Scandinavians had on the landscape of Cumbria
vre must first try and establish what that
landscape was like on the eve of their
arrival. This is by no means easy. However,
the study of a number of different sources of
evidence: environmental, archaeological,
historical and place name, provides some
clues.

It was once thought that this area had been
fairly sparsely populated during Roman times,
with settlement being confined largely to
Iighter soils in areas like the limestone
plateaus around Lhe head of the Eden valleys;
it is not considred that native Romano-
British communities had the technology or
organisation to clear the forests and
cultivate the heavy clay soils of the
lowlands. The identification of large
numbers of crop mark sites throughout the
Eden Val1ey and the Solway lowlands in recent
years has shown that this is a distorted
picture. The lowlands were cleared and
inhabited and, indeed, appear to have been
the core areas of settlement. Bxpansion onto
the limestone plateaus and the establishment
of sites like Ewe Close appears to have been
a late expansion up on to marginal lands
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perhaps as a result ofunder the stabilizing
Romans.

populatlon growth
influence of the

The date of this expansion is confirmed bythe evidence of pollen from peat bogs andlake sediments which indicates a substantialdrop in the amount of tree pollen at uplandfringe sites in Romano-Britiih times, *"ikinga_ . major phase of woodland cie.rur"".Although some extensive areas of forest didremain on the most intractabre soirs rike the
l:l"y clays of Inglewood Forest, it is quitelikely that much of the landscape of theLowlands fringing the Lake nistrict v/as nomore densely wooded in late Roman times than
_it is at present. In areas around Crosby
Ravensworth and Crosby Garnett whole RomanoBritish landscapes, complete withsettlements, arable f ietds, trackrr/ays, Iargeenclosures for livestock and head -dykes attlr:_ upper limits of the improved lind canstill be seen.

Following the withdrawal of the Romans,society in Cumbria did nol immediately go topieces. There may have been some abandonmentof some of the upland settlement areas as aresult of over-cultivation and overgrazing onthe thin fragile limestone soils, withresulting soil erosion - for which there iswidespread evidence. Many areas of present_day limestone pavement are likely 'to h"rr.bggtt exposed from under a thin soil cover at
lhis time, the result of an ecologicaldisaster from which these areas have neverrecovered. Nevertheless, the process ofabandonment of the more marginal sites wasprobably a slow one whose cfironology variedfrom place to place - and while thes6- exposed



sites were occupied it ls likely that the
lowlands were too. The tribal structure
which re-emerged in Cumbria after the Romans
left seems to have been powerful enough to
have checked major incursions into the area
and to have given a measure of stability.
The tribal units gradually merged to form the
kingdom of Rheged, centred on the Solway
Lowlands, perhaps on Carlisle, and extending
south to at least the Lune gorge.

By the later sixth century the kingdom of
Rheghed was declining and in the early
seventh century it \^tas absorbed by the
expanding Anglian kingdom of Northumbria.
The abandonment of marginal upland
settlements appear to have been widespread by
this time, with a corresponding concentration
of population in nucleated settlements in the
valleys. This pulling back of settlement is
Iikely to have been due in part to the
deterioration of the upland soils. Another
possible factor, barely hinted at in one or
two chronicles, is a major epidemic, a kind
of Dark Age Black Death, which may have cut
population levels drastically. The pollen
record reflects t*ris contraction of
settlement by evidence for the widespread
regeneration of woodland in those cleared
areas which had not been too badly affected
by soil erosion. At any rate the Anglian
take over seems to have been less a military
conquest accompanied by mass genocide and
total disruption of the economy, and more a
take over at the top, perhaps by a dynastic
marriage. Continuity rather than change
seems to have been the pattern.

For nearly three centuries the area remained
under Anglian influence. We can gauge the
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distribution of population and economic
activity at this perlod from the survival of
Anglian place names. They are scattered
fairly evenly, if thinly, throughout the
Iowlands fringing the Lake District. They
tend to occur on better soils with a
distribution that is similar to those of Iron
Age, Romano British and early Dark Age sites
- save that they do not occur in such
marginal areas as some of these earlier
sites; the heavy clays of Inglewood Forest
for example. In Cumbri-a, Anglian place names
are rather thinly scattered, much less dense
than east of the Pennines. This would fit in
with the extension of control by an incoming
ruling elite over the main lowland centres,
with some new colonisation among a pre-
existing population cut by epidemic disease
rather than war. The native Britons were not
swamped by a massive wave of incomers.
Anglian names are almost absent from Lhe
mountain core of the Lake District. This has
been interpreted as indicting that the
Anglian settlers (and indeed the native
Britons among whom they established
themselves) had an arable-oriented economy
and tended to shun the uplands. If there had
been a substantial cut in population during
the sixth century, then there would have been
plenty of good quality land available to new
colonists within the lowlands, and no need to
start pushing into the mountains. There may
even have been a retreat from more marginal
land as better quality land in the lowlands
became tenantless, as happened after the
Black Death.

There l-s
archaeological
settlement, if

a conspicuous dearth of
evidence relating to Anglian
one excepts religious sites,
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and even for these there is not a great deal
to go on. Excavation has only produced one
settlement site dating from the period of
Northumbrian influence and this provides
plenty of puzzles for it is in the wrong
place! It is a site near the head of the
Kentmere valley which was excavated by a team
under Steve Dickinson a few years ago.
Beside Byrantrs Gill, a small tributary of
the Kentmere Beck, close to some. of the
highest areas in the eastern Lake District, a
rectanqular building 1 Omm long and 5m wide
with a central strip of paving has been
excavated. It appears to have been a
farmstead about 1 0m long and 5m wide and was
associated with a group of small irregular
enclosures and about 2Oha of fields.
Charcoal from within the building gave a date
of around AD700. The date of occupation is
too early to be attributed to the
Scandinavians. Whether occupied by native
Briton or Anglian incomer, the farmstead
shows that there was at leasL some
penetration of the Central Lake District at
this time which has not been recorded in the
place name evidence.

If Anglian settlemefits "te so thin on the
ground what about religious sites? We know
of one or two Anglian monasteries such as
Heversham and Dacre from historical records.
Other early sites, some of them pre-Anglian,
are indicated by their dedication to Celtic
saints like Ninian and Kentigern. However,
there are no surviving pre-Scandinavian
churches. Excavations at Dacre have
discovered part of a complex of buildings
which may have been associated with the
monastery but not the actual church itself,
which may well underlie the present one.
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Churchyards rather than churches sometimesprovide clues to early Christian sites;
early-Chrlstian churchyards vrerecharacteristically round while later ones
were square. Curvilinear outlines, wholly orin part, sometimes remain clear in modern
churchyards, as at Heversham, Barton orClifton, where the churchyard has not been
extended too much in recent times. At Dacre
the break of slope marking the old curving
churchyard boundary is stilt visible running
through the extended churchyard.

Other monastic sites such as Kendal and Irton
are indicated by the survival of scslptured
stones, mainly crosses. These were closely
associated with monasteries and do not seemto have been produced for ordinary local
churches or secular patrons. OnIy around 25items of sculpture are know from 1 5 sites
around the Lake District. Most of them are
crosses erected as memorials to the dead or
to saints, rather than as individual grave
markers. The best preserved one, still inits individual position, is at frton north of
Ravenglass. At Beckermet, a few kilornetres
further north the shaft of another crossstands in situ. Elsewhere crosses survive
gnly as fragments of shaft or head. They
have nearly all been discovered near
churchesr som€times built into their
foundations or fabric.
Part of a cross head is still buitt into theouter wall of the parish church at Heversham.
The advantage of these crosses is that they
are not easily portable, and even the onesthat have been removed from their original
setting and broken up have probably not
strayed far from the places where they v/ere
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originally erected.

Into this landscape, already well settled in
the lowlands at least, and carefully
parcelled out, came the Scandinavians in Lhe
early years of the tenth century. Their
arrival was barely noticed by contemporary
chroniclers, who were far more concerned with
the Danish armies which were ravaqing parts
of Eastern England. They first started
arriving in N.W. England more than a
generation after the first large scale Danish
settlements in eastern England, and over a
century after the first raids on east-coast
sites like Lindisfarne. The colonists \.rere
Norse iri origin but while some may have come
directly from Norway, most appear to have
moved more locally from lreland and Western
Scotland. The circumstances of their arrival
were'complicated by an expansion southwards
into Cunrbria of the British kingdom of
Strathclyde at about the same time. Place
name evidence suggests that they held much of
norttrern Cumbria, including the lowlands,
from St. Bees through Carlisle and up the
Eden Valley as far as the River Eamont.

The nature of the sca?.dirr.vian settlement in
Cumbria has been debated. Was it large-scale
colonisationr or merely a penetration by
scattered bands of refugees from Ireland
moving into areas unoccupied by the Anglians?
Was it an organised military conguest or an
aristocratic takeover at the top by a few
powerful people which left the existing
pattern of estates,
population largely intact? It is possible
that elements of all these were involved in
different parts of the region at different
times. Although it has been suggested that

I
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settlements and

bhe incomers vrere principally livestock
farmers and, unlike the Anglian colonists,
deliberately sought out upland pastoral areas
rather than lowland arable ones, there are
reasons for suggesting that the main
Scandinavian power. centres h/ere in the
lowlands. The distribution of parishes and
townships whose names contain Norse elements,
and the scatter of Viking-period crosses,
both of which highlight the estate and
administrative centres, are concentrated in
three areas within which Scandinavian
settlement rrras particularly dense. These
were the west Cumbrian lowlands, the south
Cumbrian, particularly the Kent va1ley, and
the central Eden valley around Appleby.

Norse-derived place names are less frequent
in the Solway lowlands. This is the area in
which the distribution of Brythonic place
names suqgests that the influence of
Strathclyde was strongest. In this area more
parish and township names are derived from
British than Old Norse, for example Caer
fort, Castle Carrock, and are linked with
defensive enclosures which may have been
built by British leaders but have yet to be
excavated. In this area Norse-derived names
tend to be attached to places with a fairly
Iow status, not parish or township centres,
suggesting that the Britons restricted
Scandinavian settlement, allowing isolated
incomers to take some unoccupied sites but
not permitting migration en masse. It is
possible that Scandinavian settlement in the
Appleby area and West Cumbria was actively
encouraged by British rulers anxious to
obtain Norse support against the Anglians.
'l'he close association between places with a
dense distribution of Norse names and former



monastic sites such as Heversham, Dacre,
Beckermet, Bringham and Workington may
indicate that the collapse of the church in
these areas provided estates which could be
transferred to Viking leaders. The fact that
the major territorial divisions of west
Cumbria; Allerdale, Copeland, Furness alI
have Norse names suggests that they $rere able
to take over the main estate centres.
Moreover, the name Copeland, litera1lyrbought landr suggests that some of the
incomers may have acquired their lands by
purchase rather than conguest. Outside these
core areasr €ts in Lonsdale, you find that the
townships with Scandinavian names like
Mansergh tend to be more marginalr oo poorer
land. Many Norse names in such areas are
district names rather than settlement names,
Iike Smardale and Grisedale or UIdaIe
Iiterally rwolf valley' - suggesting a major
push into areas of waste land.

It is now thought that the Scandinavian
settlement may have
contemporary and complementary processes.
The first of these was the take-over of
existing settlemente, particularly estate
centres, in those parts of West Cumbria and
the Eden valley where many parishes and
townships have Norse-derived names. At the
same time there was an infiltration of other
Iowland areas by Norse colonists who often
seem to have established themselves on more
marginal sites between existing settlements.
Thirdly there was the colonisation of upland
valleys and wastes, whether by incomers who
could not establish themselves elsewhere or
by migrants from the nearby lowlands in
search of fresh pastures.

I

I
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involved three

Place names incorporating the Norse element
'by' (a farmstead) may indicate a fairty
early phase of Norse setLlement. So do names
which contain elements or forms derived from
Scottish or Irish Gaelic - as with the so-
called inversion compounds where the noun is
put in front of the adjective as in Aspatria
(the ash of Patrick), rather than the more
normal Scandinavian way of coining such a
name which would have been to put the
personal name first. Early names like these
tend to occur around the fringes of the Lake
District rather than in the upland dales and
many places with tby' names in West Cumbria
and Norlh Westmoreland are parish centres on
the best soils. A later stage in the
colonj-sation process may be marked by names
ending in 'thwaitet from the Old Norse word
for woodland clearing. Many such names can
be found in the valleys of the Lake District,
perhaps tying in with the phase of clearance
identified in the pollen record.

Some of these secondary clearance names need
to be treated with caution though. While
Norse speech seems to have died out as a
separate language in the Lake District quite
quickly, words tike rthwaite' *ay have
entered the local dialect and remained
current long after the initial Norse
settlement. Some settlements with 'thwaite'
endings are prefixed by personal names which
must post-date the Norman Conquest. In
Inglewood Forest, where there are no Anglian
names, the Norse-sounding names ending inIthwaite' are, almost certainly, post-
Conquest in date. Within the Lake District
many topographical names appear to derive
from Old Norse. However, terms like beck,
dale, fell and gitl entered the local dialect
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and are still in everyday use. Nevertheless,
the lack of Anqlian place names among the
central fells and the presence of names
incorporating Norse elements of types which
are known to have been early, suggests that
the colonisation of the Dales was
contemporary with Scandinavian settlement in
the surrounding lowlands.

Between the ninth century and the Norman
Conquest there are indications of a build up
of population and an expansion of settlement
in the lowlands around the Lake District.
This is shown in some areas by the sequence
of place names. fn the Appleby area for
example, the principal settlements low down
in the valley and on the south facing slopes
below Cross FeIl are generally Anglian names
- with the exception of Appleby itself. On
the north-facing slopes of the Iimestone
plateau at the head of the valley there is a
preponderance of township names in OId Norse,
which suggest a major expansion of settlement
back on to the limestone country which had
been abandoned some centuries earlier in the
post-Roman period. Not all the places with
Norse names nec*sarily represent new
settlements, though for some the names
suggest the existence of churches when the
initially pagan Norse arrived: Crosby
Ravensworth and Crosby Garrett containing
the element meaning t cross t ,
Stephen, are examples.

Population
Norse may
uplands,
gave this
The Norse

pressure as much as the incoming
have led to the colonisation of the
but the Scandinavians nevertheless
movement a distinctive character.

pastoral farming systems had
use of seeters, summer grazinginvolved the
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hlgh in the mountains to which animals,
nspecially cattle, r,rere sent along with some
of the community for periods of several weeks
Lo make the most of the high pastures, and to
take the pressure off grazing areas closer to
the main settlement. They brought this
system to the central Lake District.

These summer grazings and the groups of
temporary huts which were built close to them
were given particular types of name. One was
tsaetrr, which is still current in modern
Norwegian, producing modern place names that
often end in 'set t or t side t ( Swineset,

specialist Gillian FeIlows Jenson believes
that they may have been the equivalent of
what the Norwegi".ts have called theimsaeters'
saeters placed relatively close to the main
settlement and intermediate between it and
those on the higher fells. Saeter namest
while they also occur in the fringing
Iowlands, are more common among the lower
fells and main valleys of the Lake District-

Ambleside). The Scandinavians also
lntroduced another word 'aergi' for shielingt
derived from a Gaelic word 'airidnr which had
been borrowed from Ireland or more probably
Western Scotland. Modern names incorporating
this word end in tert or tergh' (sizergh)
'Aergit names seem to have been used at an
early stage of Norse colonisation and then to
have fallen out of user as they occur mainly
in lowtand and semi-lowland areas such as the
Kent valley and West Cumbria and hardly ever
in the uplands. Because of this, some people
have disputed the identification of this type
of name with traditional shielings- Mary
Higham, for instance, has suggested that they
weie livestock farms, the forerunners of the
medieval vaccaries. The place name

and Kirkby
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A third word tskall t was also used to denote
shieling sites giving rise to places whose
names contain t scalet . These names often
occupy the highest, most remote sites of all,
right up among the mountains.

Overall, the distribution of these names
suggests an evolutionary sequence with first
'aergit and then tsaetrt going out of general
use leaving rskalir as the name which was
generally used for shielings in medieval and
later times. Indeed the word rscale'
survived as a dialect word into recent times
and may in some cases have been applied to
huts and shelters among the uplands which had
nothing to do with shielings. Linked to this
was the steady push of settlement into the
mountains by the permanent colonisation of
what had once been temporary shieling sites.
Shielings were generally located close to a
stream for watering livestock, and the areas
around them $rere often used to produce crops
of natural hay for fodder. Under pressure of
population such sites were ideal for
conversion into permanent farmsteads, with
new shieling sites being established higher
into the mountains.r The very fact that so
many modern farms bear names containing
shieling elements, shows how widespread this
process must have been. Colonisation
continued from the tenth century to at least
the fourteenth. It continued to a
sufficiently late date to be picked up in
early charters and other documents. For
example, Sadgill in Longsleddale - literally
'saetr gillr is recorded as a group of
shielings in 1307, but by the later 14th
century it had become permanently occupied as
a farmstead and has remained thus to the
present day.
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It is probably because of this conversion
from shieling to farmstead that so few
shieling sites have been discovered in the
Lake District. Most of the ones which are
known are high amongr the mountains and are
Iikely to post date the Norman Conguest. The
shieling system may have survived into the
1 5th or even 1 6th century, but there are no
indications from later documents that their
use lasted into the 1 7th century as happened
ln the northern Pennines close to the
Scottish Border. On the other hand, for all
that the Lake District must be one of the
most intensively tramped over areas of
Britain, there has been a surprising lack of
fieldwork aimed at identifying sites
associated with upland land uses like
shielings, and even less effort to date them.
The National Trust is currently carrying out
a survey along these lines and its workers
have discovered a number of new shieling
sites which had previously been missed.
Areas to the east of the Lake District. such
as the Howgills, would also repay more
detailed fieldwork. The chances of locating
and identifying a shieling site which can be
dated back to the period of the Scandj_navian
colonisation of the uplands is remote, but
the process of establishing these summer
grazLng sites may well have been initiated by
them, leaving a later but more enduring
imprint in the landscape.

Despite the abundance of places with
Scandinavian names around and within the Lake
I)istrict so far, not a single settlement site
necurely dated to the phase of Norse
colonisation has been identified. It is
I lkely that this is because a high proportion
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of sites first occupied during the Viking age
have remained in occupation ever since.
However, in many parts of the Lake District
above the }evel of improved land one can come
across foundations of rectangular stone
buildings. These could relate to a range of
periods and functions. They might be
sixteenth century squatter homesteadsr or
later shepherds huts. They might also be
medieval shielings, although the fact that
they occur singly rather than in clusters
would tend to work against this idea. or
they might just possibly be Viking period
farmsteads. Rectangular buildings have been
discovered on a number of Romano-British and
post Roman settlement sites such as Ewe
Close, Ewe Locks and Cow Green near Crosby
Ravensworth. Their situation has clear
parallels with the farmstead at Ribblehead
excavated by Alan King and securely dated to
the Viking period. There is a possibility
then that these sites may be Norse farmsteads
but only excavation will show this.
The most ubiquitous, most attractive and in
many ways the most fascinating survival in
the landscape fromf Scandj-navian times is
stone sculpture. Far more Scandinavian
period sculpture survives than from the
earlier Anglian period, in greater variety
and from a far greater number of locations.
At least 36 sites and 1 1 5 items are involved.
This suggests that sculpture at this period
was not tied rigidly to monasteries but was
spread more widely. Viking period religious
sculpture may have been commissioned by the
Scandinavians who arrived as pagans but seem
to have been converted to Christianity quite
quickly. Many of the pieces are crosses and
by far the finest is the Gosforth cross,
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ttnaltered and still in its original setting.
'l'here are indications that another similar-
nlzed cross stood nearby as late as the 1 Bth
centuryr so it is clear that a good deal of
nculpture has been lost. The carving on the(iosforth Cross is very ambitious and the
rlchness of the sculpture on the shaft is
particularly impressive. The base of the
shaft is round and carved to represent the
bark of Yggdrasil, the world ash of Norse
mythology that supported the earth. The
panels on the cross depict both Christian and
pagan scenes. One panel shows a crucifixon
scene and others portray Norse gods like
Vidarr and Heimdal battling with monsters.
If you are cynical, then you might suggest
that whoever commissioned the cross was
hedging his bets and keeping his options open
with both the old and the new religion. Or
If you are more charitable then perhaps the
sculptor was exploring some of the parallels
l:etween Christian teaching and the old
religion. After all, each was concerned, in
their different ways, with the ending of an
old world and the
emergence of the new one.

Another kind of monument which is purely
Norse are hogback tombstones. These are

Iiterallythree-dimensional sculptures,
"Houses of the Dead"; tombstones carved to
represent contemporary houses with curving
rooflines and shingles. Their side panels
sometimes have distinctly un-Christian
carvings, for example, a fine one inside
Gosforth church. Good examples are also found
outside the church at Penrith in association
wlth two cross shafts.
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Although there are so few tangible traces of
settlement from the Viking period in Cunhria
one curious site is worth mentioning. In
Little Langdale, close to the very hub of the
Lake District from which all the dales and
mountain ridges radiate and beside the Roman
Road crossing the mountains to Ravenglass,
stands the farm of FeIl Foot. In the crook
of a right angled bend in the road beside the
farm, clearly visible from the summj.t of the
rocky knob of Castle Howe immediately to the
north, there is a squarish mound, its sides
now badly !,torn. A few years dgor before it
was damaged by the passage of farm vehicles'
the edges of the mound were clearly cut into
a series of terraces. The shape of the mound
closely resembles Viking period thingmounts
or assembly places which occur elsewhere in
northern Europe, the nearest parallel being
in the IsIe of Man. Place name evidence
suggests that another site of this kind
existed near Shap. The earthwork at FeIl
Foot would have made an admirably central
assembly point for people from aII the dales-
Was this a Viking thingmount? The answer is
by now a familiar one - without excavation we
cannot be sure. Itrmight well be a landscape
garden or some other much later featurer but
until proved otherwise it would be nice to
think that it does date from the period of
Norse settlement.

We know so little about Dark Age and Medieval
building techniques in this area, that we
cannot seriously consider whether there \dere
elements of vernacular architecture which the
Norse brought with them and which were
perpetuated in later building styles-
However, there is one kind of building which
is very characteristic of the Lake District;
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llre bank barn. Bank barns are generally
lrrrllt into sloping ground with a threshing
floor and barn on an upper level, entered
from the rear and a byre below entered from
l:he front at a lower level. Such an
nrrangement is well adapted to an area with
rugged terrain and a mixed farming economy,
Irut within the British Isles bank barns are
only common in this particular region. The
oldest surviving examples seem to date from
Lhe 1 7th century and there is no evidence for
their earlier existence in the area, but it
ls curious that this type of outbuilding is
also characteristic of Norway.

Looking back on what f have said over the
last hour this may seem a rather inconclusive
lecture. If sor then it reflects the
character of the topic that I, perhaps
unwisely, chose to speak I hope that, at the
very least I have been able to communicate
some of the fascination of trying to
reconstruct the events and forces of an
lmportant formative period in the history of
Cumbria and in the development of its
Iandscapes, but which, at the same time, is
very poorly recorded and understood. We can
only hope to understand the impact of the
Scandinavians on Cumbria and its landscapes
by drawing parallels with better known areas
of the Viking world, but also by the
ldentification and then excavation of more
potential sites of interest. No matter how
well we may think we know the Cumbrian fells
they may still hold many surprises in this
respect. Interested members of society
such as this have a great potential
contri-bution to make.
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